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Chapter 2772 
“Of course, who do you think I am, Ning Caichen? Besides, the thunder tree 

was full of thunder fruits that day, there were hundreds of them, so what if 

each of you shared one of them?” Ning Caichen 

patted Said with chest! 

Ning Caichen knew that people like Shi Tieqiao did not enter the Eagle King 

Cave, so he didn’t know how many thunder fruits were harvested from the 

Tianlei tree! 

That’s why I said that, let people like Shi Tieqiao know that there are many 

Tianlei fruits, so they can rest assured! 

Sure enough, when Shi Tieqiao heard that there were so many Sky Thunder 

Fruits, he immediately let go of his heart and said, “Well, we will work together 

to kill these monsters, and go in to pick the Sky Thunder Fruits…” With the two 

sides 

reaching In order to cooperate, the two parties merged into one for a while, 

and rushed towards those monsters! 

Ning Caichen fought with the bloodthirsty Thunder Eagle who was at the 

eighth stage of the Composite Realm! 

“Mr. Chen, what should we do then?” 



The Three Phantom Thieves looked at David and asked! 

“Find a way to get close to the entrance of the cave, and really kill all these 

monsters, then the Ning family will never share the Sky Thunder Fruit.” 

David said! 

David wanted to take advantage of the chaos, sneak close to the entrance of 

the cave, enter the Eagle King Cave and pick off the Sky Thunder Fruit! 

Just now, when Ning Caichen told Shi Tieqiao that there were hundreds of Sky 

Thunder Fruits, David knew that this guy had a plan in mind, and he definitely 

refused to share the Sky Thunder Fruits! 

After all, there are only ten Thunder Fruits, and it is impossible to assign them 

to so many people! 

David holds the dragon-slaying sword in his hand, and leads the three masters 

of the strange thieves towards the entrance of the cave while charging! 

No one paid attention to the movements of David and the others! 

In the entire mountain forest, fighting broke out again, but it was obvious that 

the human monks had the upper hand! 

Ning Caichen fought against the bloodthirsty Thunder Eagle who was at the 

eighth rank of the Compatibility Realm. Although it was a bit difficult, he 

would not lose immediately! 

At that time, the other monsters will be beheaded, and it will be much easier 

for them to deal with this bloodthirsty Thunderhawk together! 

David kept slashing, and several monsters died under his sword! 

After David and the three heroes of the strange thief approached the entrance 

of the cave, they rushed in immediately! 



The few people who had entered once before quickly approached the Tianlei 

tree! 

But just after David entered the cave with the three masters of the strange 

thieves, he found that two figures were also in the cave! 

David hid himself and looked closely, and found that it was the Shi Tieqiao 

and the old woman! 

These two people even took advantage of the chaos and sneaked into the 

Eagle King’s Cave! 

It seems that Shi Tieqiao didn’t trust Ning Caichen, that’s why he took 

advantage of the chaos to get into the cave! 

“Damn it, this Ning Caichen really lied to me, there are only ten thunder fruits 

on the sky thunder tree!” 

Shi Tieqiao looked at the sky thunder fruits on the sky thunder tree, and 

couldn’t help frowning! 

“Old Shi, let’s take advantage of the chaos outside to pick off the Sky Thunder 

Fruit and sneak away!” “ 

If the suzerain knows that we stole the Sky Thunder Fruit, he will definitely not 

pursue the matter of us losing the pterosaur.” The 

old woman said to the old woman . Said Shi Tieqiao! 

“Okay, I’ll take the Sky Thunder Fruit right now…” 

Shi Tieqiao nodded, and then jumped up! 

Rumbling… 



but just when Shi Tieqiao’s body was about to touch the Sky Thunder Fruit, 

suddenly a bolt of lightning from the Sky Thunder Tree struck Shi Tieqiao’s 

body! 

Shi Tieqiao’s body was instantly shot down and hit the ground heavily! 

“Old Shi…” 

The old woman hurried over to check! 

At this time, Shi Tieqiao’s face was ashen, and there was blood on the corner 

of his mouth. It seemed that the lightning strike just now was indeed serious! 

“Cough, cough…” 

Shi Tieqiao got up, coughed violently twice, and asked with surprise in his 

eyes, “Is the Tianlei tree put into a formation? Why is there still lightning?” 

“This day’s 

thunder The tree was formed because it was struck by lightning and absorbed 

the power of thunder and lightning, so this day the thunder tree itself has the 

power of lightning, so how can we use the formation!” At this time, David 

came out with the three heroes of the strange 

thief ! 

“Is it you?” Shi Tieqiao saw David and the three heroes of the strange thief, 

and his face was full of anger! 

Chapter 2773 
David saw that Shi Tieqiao was injured, even if he added the old woman, he 

was no match for him, so 



he sneered and said, “Yes, it’s me…” The people in my family know that you 

want to swallow the sky thunder fruit by yourself, what will happen?” 

David knew that if Ning Caichen knew that Shi Tieqiao had lied to him, he 

would definitely be furious. With Shi Tieqiao’s ability, he probably slapped him 

She was about to be photographed to death by Ning Caichen! 

“Hmph, didn’t you sneak in too?” 

“Besides, Ning Caichen didn’t intend to share with us equally at the beginning, 

he was also lying to me, there are not a hundred Sky Thunder Fruits here, 

obviously there are only ten If you kill that bloodthirsty Thunderhawk at that 

time, he won’t give it to us.” “ 

I advise you not to meddle in other people’s business, get out of here 

immediately, I don’t care about you letting our three-headed pterosaur go, if If 

you don’t leave, then don’t blame me for being rude!” 

Shi Tieqiao threatened David! 

“It depends on you?” David sneered, “When you were not injured, you were no 

match for me. Now that you are injured, do you still want to attack me?” “And 

even if 

I leave, you can’t pick On that day, Lei Guo, the thunder tree is protected by 

the power of lightning, didn’t you just get knocked down by the power of 

lightning?” “Don’t worry about it, if you don’t leave 

, the two of us working together will definitely kill you Yes.” 

At this moment, the old woman spoke! 

Although Shi Tieqiao was injured, she was at the fifth rank of the Composite 

Realm after all, and she was also at the fifth rank of the Compatible Body 

Realm, so she couldn’t believe that she couldn’t deal with David, a small 

second rank of the Compatible Body Realm! 



As for the three heroes of the strange thief, they don’t have any skills, they just 

know how to sneak around! 

So Shi Tieqiao and the old woman didn’t pay attention to the three heroes of 

the strange thieves at all! 

“Even if the two of you join forces and don’t make three moves, I can still 

make you kneel down and beg for mercy!” 

David said confidently! 

“Boy, are you determined not to leave? Do you want to fight against Fei 

Tianzong to the end?” 

Shi Tieqiao frowned and glared at David! 

“I don’t want to fight against your Feitianzong. I just want to get the Sky 

Thunder Fruit. If you leave now, I can spare you both!” 

David said flatly! 

“Boy, you are so crazy…” 

The old woman was completely irritated, and said to Shi Tieqiao, “Old Shi, stop 

talking nonsense with him, just destroy him…” 

After speaking, the old woman jumped up, At some point, there was a long 

sword in his hand! 

The sword light exploded and stabbed at David quickly! 

David watched the old woman coming with a sword, his face was surprisingly 

calm. 

“Comparing swords with me, you are too young…” 



David said, with a light wave of his right hand, the Dragon Slaying Sword 

instantly appeared in his hand! 

Immediately afterwards, a burst of divine dragon power was poured into 

Zhanlongjian, and a dragon roar roared out, accompanied by a flash of golden 

light! 

There was only a click! 

The old woman’s complexion changed drastically, and she hurriedly backed 

away. After retreating more than ten meters in a row, she finally stopped! 

When she looked at the long sword in her hand, she found that the long 

sword had already been broken, leaving only the hilt in her hand! 

But at this moment, there was a long bloodstain on her chest, and blood 

flowed out! 

The old woman’s face was as ugly as eating a dead mouse! 

She knew that David had kept his hand just now, if he hadn’t, the sword would 

have killed her! 

At this moment, Shi Tieqiao looked at this scene and was beyond shocked. 

You must know that the old woman in front of him is also a master of swords 

in their Feitian sect! 

His swordsmanship is definitely one of the best, but he didn’t want to be able 

to survive even a single move in front of David. 

They didn’t even know that in terms of sword use, David’s attainments had 

already reached the pinnacle level! 



Chapter 2774 
If the dragon-slaying sword in David’s hand was not damaged, David didn’t 

need to use the sword, and even the sword spirit Zhongli controlled the 

dragon-slaying sword, and the old woman could be forced back! 

You must know that the strength of Jianling Zhongli grows with the 

improvement of the dragon-slaying sword. Now that David’s strength is 

constantly increasing, the power of the dragon-slaying sword is also 

constantly improving under the nourishment of the power of the dragon! 

The sword spirit Zhongli is injured, so he has no way to get rid of the Dragon 

Slaying Sword. He needs to go to the Artifact Sect to forge the Dragon Slaying 

Sword in Xijian Lake again to restore the sword spirit Zhongli! 

At that time, once Jianling Zhongli leaves the Dragon Slaying Sword, his 

strength will definitely improve by leaps and bounds… 

“Get out now, I don’t have to kill you…” 

David looked at Shi Tieqiao and the old woman coldly and said! 

In fact, David didn’t want to form a life-and-death enmity with Fei Tianzong, 

after all, he now has a lot of enemies in the world of heaven and man, so he 

can’t put more pressure on himself! 

If David wanted to kill Shi Tieqiao, Shi Tieqiao would have died the first time 

he struck, and this old woman, just now David was fully capable of beheading 

her with a single sword! 

“Boy, although I don’t know your identity, but your strength at the second 

level of the Body Fitting Realm can easily defeat our monks at the fifth level of 

the Body Fitting Realm. It can be seen that the skills you have learned are 

absolutely extraordinary.” “In this way, 



you Your family background is definitely not ordinary, so I don’t ask your 

identity, there are ten thunder fruits on the sky thunder tree, how about you 

and I split them equally?” “ 

This sky thunder tree is protected by lightning, so you are sure If we can’t get 

the Sky Thunder Fruit, if we work together, we might be able to get this Sky 

Thunder Fruit at that time!” “ 

As long as you agree, our previous grievances will be wiped out, and we, the 

Feitian Sect, owe you a favor. It is absolutely incumbent on us to use our 

Feitian sect!” 

Shi Tieqiao knew that David could not be defeated by force, so he could only 

ask for peace! 

In this way, even if they take back a few Sky Thunder Fruits, it can offset their 

fault of losing the pterosaur! 

“Mr. Chen, the members of Feitianzong are big liars. Don’t trust them if they 

don’t believe their words!” 

Dajie whispered in David’s ear! 

Of course David knew that Shi Tieqiao was a liar, otherwise he wouldn’t have 

lied to Ning Caichen and sneaked in! 

However, David doesn’t care that Shi Tieqiao is a liar, he wants to use his tricks 

and ask Shi Tieqiao and others to hold Ning Caichen back! 

David knew that his biggest enemy now was the people of the Ning family. 

Although there were ten thunder fruits on the sky thunder tree, the sky 

thunder tree was protected by lightning. of! 

It’s just that David’s body is different from ordinary people’s. Every time he 

breaks through, he suffers from thunder calamity, which makes David’s body 



extremely strong. It should be no problem to resist the power of thunder and 

lightning on the thunder tree! 

But it will take time to pick the ten Thunder Fruits in one go, but the people of 

the Ning family can’t give him this time! 

After Ning Caichen killed the bloodthirsty Thunder Eagle of the eighth rank of 

the Composite Realm, he would definitely enter the cave. When he saw David 

picking the Sky Thunder Fruit, he would definitely make a move! 

Although David has now broken through to the second level of the Composite 

Realm, but he is not sure how to deal with Ning Caichen, who is at the eighth 

level of the Composite Realm. In addition, he still has to resist the thunder and 

lightning power of the Sky Thunder Tree. It is impossible for David to 

complete it. ! 

“Okay, I promise you, Lei Guo can share with you equally this day, but you also 

need to do one thing!” 

David said! 

“What?” Shi Tieqiao asked! 

“Go outside the cave and find a way to hold the Ning family members 

temporarily, so as not to let them enter the cave!” “ 

The longer you entrust me, the more sky thunder fruits I can pick!” 

David said ! 

“What? Are you going to pick the thunder fruit yourself? Are you kidding me? 

Aren’t you afraid of the power of lightning?” 

When the old woman saw that David wanted them to go out to hold the Ning 

family members, but David picked the thunder fruit himself, she said 

incredulously! 



Chapter 2775 
David didn’t pay attention to it, but glanced at the sky thunder tree, jumped 

up suddenly, and went towards a sky thunder fruit! 

In mid-air, David’s indestructible golden body activated, and golden scales 

covered David’s whole body! 

Seeing David suddenly turned into a man in golden armor, Shi Tieqiao and the 

old woman were all shocked! 

Even the three heroes of the Phantom Thieves had their mouths open, their 

faces full of disbelief! 

They haven’t seen David activate the indestructible golden body yet! 

I saw David in golden armor grabbing a sky thunder fruit. Just when David was 

about to catch that day thunder fruit, there was a deafening thunder! 

Immediately afterwards, a thick bolt of lightning emanated from the Tianlei 

tree, and struck David fiercely! 

David’s indestructible golden body erupted with golden light, resisting the 

attack of the thunder and lightning! 

Rumbling… 

The thunder and lightning struck David, making David’s body stagnate, and he 

fell down involuntarily! 

The part of the body that was hit was scorched black, and the scales of the 

indestructible golden body disappeared a lot! 

“Hmph, what are you bragging about? You were also struck down by 

lightning!” 



Seeing that David also fell down, the old woman snorted coldly! 

Seeing this, Shi Tieqiao was also full of disappointment. He thought that David 

could really resist the power of lightning and pick the Sky Thunder Fruit! 

Seeing that David was struck by lightning and fell down, the three heroes of 

the strange thieves suddenly raised their hearts to their throats. If something 

happened to David, the three of them would not be able to survive. After all, 

the souls of the three of them were still in David’s hands. where! 

But at this moment, David, who was falling, suddenly stopped, and then 

jumped up again! 

Just when a thunderbolt was about to strike again, David grabbed a sky 

thunder fruit, twisted it hard, and instantly picked it off! 

David was overjoyed, and his body fell rapidly, but the thunder and lightning 

had already reached above David’s head! 

David knew that the lightning was so fast that he couldn’t dodge it, so he 

could only resist it! 

As a result, the energy sank to the dantian, and the power of the three races 

radiated instantly, forming a layer of faint light around him, like a shield! 

Rumbling… 

David’s body was hit again, his shield was defeated, and the power of 

lightning struck David! 

David’s falling speed increased instantly, and then he hit the ground heavily! 

A deep hole was directly smashed out by David on the hard ground! 

“Mr. Chen…” 



The three heroes of the strange thief panicked, rushed over and looked into 

the deep pit! 

Shi Tieqiao and the old woman were also shocked, and hurried over to see 

how David was doing! 

A person being hit by two lightning bolts one after another is simply fatal! 

When they all looked into the deep pit, they found that David stood up from 

the deep pit, his whole body was intact, and he was admiring the Sky Thunder 

Fruit in his hand! 

The few people who saw this scene were all stunned, their faces full of 

disbelief! 

The two thunderbolts didn’t kill David, but they didn’t even hurt him. This is 

too fucking outrageous! 

“This… is this still a human?” 

Shi Tieqiao said with a shocked face! 

“It’s too strong, his body is too strong, even if it’s the body of Transcending 

Tribulation Realm, it might not be so strong, right?” the 

old woman said in shock! 

But at this moment, David didn’t notice the expressions of the people on the 

deep pit. He was carefully looking at the Sky Thunder Fruit in his hand! 

I saw that the Sky Thunder Fruit exuded a faint light, and inside the Sky 

Thunder Fruit, you could clearly see not only lightning flashing! 

Even holding it in his hand, David could feel the powerful thunder and 

lightning aura emanating from the Tianlei Fruit! 



Suddenly, the message of Ben Lei Zhang flashed in David’s mind! 

Chapter 2776 
It’s as if Lei Guo has some kind of connection with the Ben Lei Palm he 

cultivated this day! 

“Could it be that eating the thunder fruit of this day can make the Thunderbolt 

Palm more powerful?” 

David couldn’t help thinking to himself! 

“Mr. Chen, are you okay?” 

At this moment, Dajie called out! 

Seeing that David was motionless, he was afraid that something would 

happen to David! 

“It’s okay!” David put away the Sky Thunder Fruit, and then jumped out of the 

deep pit! 

Shi Tieqiao and the old woman looked at David with complicated expressions 

on their faces! 

“How about it, now you believe that I can pick this sky thunder fruit by 

myself?” “ 

You just need to go out and find a way to hold back the people of the Ning 

family. I will try my best to pick it, but you have also seen it. The price Lei Guo 

paid, so I can’t share it equally with you!” 

“At most three seven, I’ll take seven and give you three…” 

David said to Shi Tieqiao and the old woman! 



In fact, David didn’t intend to give them any, the reason why he said this was 

to make Shi Tieqiao believe in his own words even more! 

Besides, David also knew that it was impossible for him to pick off these ten 

Thunder Fruits, even if he had an indestructible golden body, even if his 

physical body was extremely strong! 

But even if he picked ten thunder fruits, the power of thunder and lightning he 

suffered would probably blow him to pieces! 

Shi Tieqiao looked at David, then glanced at the old woman, then nodded and 

said, “Okay, we’ll take three, but you have to speed up, we’re afraid we won’t 

be able to hold that Ning Caichen for long! “ 

Shi Tieqiao knew that they could only rely on lies to hold Ning Caichen back. 

With their strength, they couldn’t even hold Ning Caichen back with a slap! 

But after all, it is impossible to lie for a long time, so he wants David to hurry 

up! 

“Do not worry……” 

David nodded! 

Seeing this, Shi Tieqiao took the old woman out of the cave! 

“Mr. Chen, do you really believe in this stone iron bridge? If you are seriously 

injured in order to pick the sky thunder fruit, that stone iron bridge will never 

let you go.” Dajie persuaded David 

! 

David raised his mouth and said, “How could I trust him? I wouldn’t give him 

the Sky Thunder Fruit. 

” In the cave, there will be only one exit!” 



“As long as I find another exit, after I pick the Sky Thunder Fruit, I will escape 

from the other exit!” 

When the Three Heroes of the Phantom Thieves heard it, David had already 

planned it, so he nodded , and began to split up to find other exits! 

And David took a deep breath, and jumped towards the Thunder Tree again! 

At this moment, outside Yingwang Cave, the fighting is still going on! 

In order to prevent these monks from entering the Eagle King Cave, those 

monsters attacked desperately! 

Ning Caichen and the huge bloodthirsty Thunder Eagle are also fighting 

fiercely, and it will be difficult for the two sides to tell the winner for a while! 

Shi Tieqiao and the old woman came out of the cave, but no one paid 

attention to them, so they also joined the battle group! 

However, this time, Shi Tieqiao and the old woman began to quietly spread 

the news! 

Tell him those monks brought from the airship not to use all their strength 

and save their strength, so as to prevent the Ning family from swallowing the 

sky thunder fruit all by themselves! 

These people were originally brought by Shi Tieqiao, so after hearing what Shi 

Tieqiao said, they started to release water, instead of contributing, they kept 

their strength one by one! 

This time, only the members of the Ning family were left struggling to fight 

with those monsters! 

Seeing that he couldn’t attack for a long time, Ning Caichen couldn’t kill the 

huge bloodthirsty Thunder Eagle in a short time, so he could only shout, “Elder 



Shi, quickly bring two people to help me, let’s take this eighth-level body-

fitting beast together first!” Killed by the bloodthirsty Thunder Eagle…” 

“Patriarch Ning, if you persist, we won’t be able to get away…” 

Shi Tieqiao shouted! 

Chapter 2777 
After Ning Caichen pushed back the huge bloodthirsty Thunder Eagle with his 

palm, he looked towards Shi Tieqiao and the others! 

When he saw this, he was immediately outraged, and saw that Shi Tieqiao and 

those monks were fishing in troubled waters, and no one contributed at all! 

Even a seventh-grade monk of the Composite Body Realm, when facing a 

monster with a very low level, unexpectedly gestured with every move, 

obviously he was acting! 

Looking at those members of the Ning family, all of them were fighting with 

injuries all over their bodies. Of the dozen or so people they brought with 

them, only five or six were left! 

This almost pissed Ning Caichen to death, so he jumped from mid-air to 

Shitieqiao! 

“Shi, what the hell are you doing? There are so many of you, and none of you 

are doing anything?” 

Ning Caichen asked Shi Tieqiao angrily! 

“Patriarch Ning, who said that we can’t do our best? Most of these monsters 

were killed by us.” 

Shi Tieqiao didn’t admit it at all! 



“Then these monsters are about to be killed now, so let’s work together to kill 

this bloodthirsty Thunder Eagle of the eighth-grade fitness level, and then we 

will enter the cave and divide up the Thunder Fruit of the day…” Ning 

Caichen Said! 

When Shi Tieqiao heard it, he snorted coldly in his heart. He knew a long time 

ago that there were no hundreds of thunder fruits in the cave. Even if he killed 

the most powerful bloodthirsty Thunder Eagle, Ning Caichen would not be 

able to follow him Split the thunder fruit! 

It’s just that Shi Tieqiao can’t get into a stalemate with Ning Caichen yet, he 

has to stabilize Ning Caichen first, and don’t let him enter the cave, so as to 

buy time for David! 

“Patriarch Ning, it’s not that I don’t bring people along with you to kill that 

bloodthirsty Thunderhawk, but that Bloodthirsty Thunderhawk is too powerful. 

Apart from you, which one of us is the opponent of that Bloodthirsty 

Thunderhawk? 

” Besides, we are almost exhausted now, even if we help, we can’t help much.” 

“ 

I think it’s better for us to rest for a while, and when we rest, we can attack 

together and kill that bloodthirsty Thunderhawk !” 

Shi Tieqiao pretended to be weak and said! 

Ning Caichen looked at Shi Tieqiao, not to mention being angry, but even if he 

was angry, now is not the time to fall out with Shi Tieqiao! 

The huge bloodthirsty Thunder Eagle has not been killed yet, if Ning Caichen 

is attacking Shi Tieqiao, maybe they will all die under the claws of this 

bloodthirsty Thunder Eagle in the end! 

“Okay then, take a break for a while…” 



Ning Caichen nodded helplessly! 

And that huge bloodthirsty Thunderhawk is also resting on a huge tree at this 

moment! 

As long as people like Ning Caichen don’t enter the cave, the Bloodthirsty 

Thunder Eagle won’t be able to take the initiative to attack. Its mission is to 

protect the Sky Thunder Fruit! 

If Tianleiguo is fine, it doesn’t need to worry about anything. When Thunder 

Eagle King comes back, it will be easy to deal with! 

For a while, the shouting and killing sound disappeared, and all the monks and 

monsters all tacitly rested! 

Shi Tieqiao was extremely anxious at the moment, and prayed in his heart that 

David would quickly pick off the Sky Thunder Fruit! 

After David picked the Sky Thunder Fruit, he wanted to create chaos and fight 

with those monsters, so that David could come out of the Eagle King Cave 

safely without being noticed by others! 

At this time, David was in the cave, his indestructible golden body had already 

disappeared, and his body was completely black from the lightning strikes, but 

even so, David’s body was not injured! 

“I just got two Sky Thunder Fruits, and it’s like this. I guess I’m picking one at 

most. I’m afraid I won’t be able to handle it with my body.” 

David could feel the internal organs of his body. During the beating, he kept 

rolling and galloping! 

“Mr. Chen, we found another exit…” 

At this moment, the three masters of the Phantom Thieves rushed over 

excitedly! 



It turned out that after their meticulous search, they finally found a very 

hidden exit! 

After finding this exit, the Three Heroes of the Phantom Thieves came to 

report! 

 


